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About This Game

As a little green sphere you will be met with a multitude of obstacles and puzzling difficulties barring the way to your precious
portal. Every victory takes you closer to a new world, each with its own machinations.

The gameplay involves a multi-plane puzzling approach that will challenge your forethought, nerves, and precise platforming. A
sequence of commands in the upper portion of the screen allow you to manipulate gravity in order to navigate the mounting

hardships presented to you. However, be warned. Each gravity command may only be used once, and in the order they’re
presented. Choose carefully.

With gravity at your command will you be able to dodge lasers, thwart spikes, and avoid unstable footing... err Gaussian curves?
Good luck puzzler.
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This is a refreshingly good puzzle platformer.

The mechanics are fun, polished, and explained very well in the beginning of the game, they nailed the whole \u201cTutorial
without a tutorial\u201d thing, making mechanic explanation levels -just- challenging enough to be actual challenging levels.
Also, there are SO many good levels\/puzzle for the price of this game, I was pretty surprised there.

I\u2019m rarely ever blaming the game for my failures here, and while there are certainly a few levels that took me forever to
beat, I didn\u2019t want to quit playing during the harder levels - instead they really make you want to finish them.

A small number of levels can be completely bypassed, though you won\u2019t be 100%ing the game like that if you don\u2019t
collect everything, so it\u2019s not exactly a full on bypass, maybe more of a creative alternative to avoid the level\u2019s
puzzle completely.

Looks: The game looks solid, even areas like level select feel totally polished and simply pleasing to view.

Sound: The music fits well, it\u2019s not intrusive or repetitive, and it does add value to the overall game. SFX match the
actions and really give a good sense of what\u2019s going on in the world.

Gameplay: Love it. Couldn\u2019t stop playing for hours, just had to beat never new level as it came up. The levels are all very
well thought out, not one of them felt cheap or like a filler level that just had to be put in there. Some were satisfyingly hard,
requiring precise movement - followed up with creative levels that required more visual thinking rather than timing skill, a good
mix is used here.

Overall I really dig this game. It paid for itself pretty quickly. The gameplay itself is very polished, and while I think there are a
few small dings here and there (the options menu wouldn\u2019t adjust my settings a few times and the game absolutely tore
through my macbook\u2019s battery (I probably should have run it at a lower quality though!), I have zero regrets about the
time I spent playing it.. I've really enjoyed playing this game. It's more challenging than I expected but very fun. Kinda reminds
me of Portal.
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